Resources for Faculty – USFSP Digital Archive

We create or provide access to a number of resources for faculty to support their work when they join or are considering joining the USFSP Digital Archive. In addition to providing faculty with electronic and print copies of selected materials, we also link to all the locally developed and external resources from within the archive. All can be retrieved by the subject search USFSP Digital Archive -- Faculty Resources

Locally developed resources:

- 1st Steps for Submitting to the USFSP Digital Archive: A Step-by-Step Guide [Link]
- Copyright: Authors’ Rights And Responsibilities [Link]
- Determining Publishers’ Policies on Open Access: SHERPA/RoMEO [Link]
- Faculty testimonials about the USFSP Digital Archive [Link]
- Guidelines For Faculty Works [Link]
- How to Search the USFSP Digital Archive [Link]
- How to Find (and Promote) Your Work in the Digital Archive: Guidance for USFSP Faculty [Link]
- What’s In It For You: Why You Would Benefit by Using the USFSP Digital Archive [Link]
- Links to presentations about the archive or about open access
  - A Digital Archive for USFSP and YOU [Link]
  - Open Access Week, October 24-30, 2011 [Link]
  - The Twelve Step OA Program, or, How I Learned to Give Up My Addiction to Commercial Publishing and Support Open Access [Link]
  - The USFSP Digital Archive: An Overview [Link]

Selected external resources:

- Beall’s List of Predatory Publishers [Link]
- SHERPA/RoMEO Database [Link]
- SPARC Authors’ Addendum [Link]
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